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Introduction to co-authorship networks
Collaboration between academic scientists, or any other
researchers for that matter, is a complex mix of formal and infor-
mal processes, many of which are difficult to measure at all, let
alone accurately. One mode of measurement that has proved
useful has been to examine patterns of co-authorships between
scientists working in a particular field. The co-authorship of a
scholarly paper by two or more authors represents a tangible
output of collaboration between these authors, and this form of
analysis has become increasingly popular with increases in the
scale of online bibliographies and reference databases. These
co-authorships form a so-called ‘co-authorship network’ in
which the nodes of the network represent authors, and an edge
connects two authors if they have co-authored one or more
papers. Analysis of the structure of these networks can provide
useful insights about the nature of research and especially
collaborative research in that discipline. Given the importance of
scientific collaboration for increased productivity and shared
expertise, insights into the nature of such collaboration are of
considerable value.
The analysis of co-authorship patterns has its beginnings in
information science and in bibliometrics1,2 in particular, South
African examples of which can be found in several papers by
Pouris.3,4 But these studies typically do not attempt to recon-
struct entire co-authorship networks. Several authors have
considered co-authorship networks over the past decade, con-
structed from enormous online databases aimed at capturing
research in whole fields of enquiry. Newman5–8 studied
co-authorship networks in several areas of scientific research in
a series of papers: biomedicine, physics (including separate
analyses of theoretical physics and high-energy physics,
sub-fields of physics in which research is conducted in very
different ways), mathematics, and computer science. Barabási
et al.9 have also examined co-authorship networks in science,
this time in mathematics and neuroscience, while in the social
sciences, Moody10 has studied a co-authorship network con-
structed from entries in Sociological Abstracts over a period of 35
years. We conduct a smaller-scale study in our paper, examining
co-authorship networks constructed from research involving
South African scientists. We use two disciplines, chemistry and
mathematics, commonly believed to support different ways of
doing research—modes of research in chemistry being a mixture
of experimental and theoretical work whereas those in mathe-
matics are almost exclusively theoretical. Collaboration patterns
in South African scientific research have previously been studied11
using bibliometric analyses of survey data, but to our knowledge,
this is the first study to reconstruct entire co-authorship net-
works within disciplines, and perform analyses thereof.
Data and methods
The networks have been constructed from the South African
Knowledgebase publication data maintained by the Centre for
Research on Science and Technology (CREST) in Stellenbosch
and covering the period 1990 to 2005. The data we used are from
papers recorded in the ISI-citation indexes or articles in South
African accredited journals, so that while not every published
paper is documented, the networks can be seen as a reasonable
reflection of high-quality research over the last 15 years (see
the CREST website http://academic.sun.ac.za/crest/research/
sakb.htm for further details on the database)a. We use this data-
base in particular because it is the most complete publications re-
cord available to us that includes regional affiliation. Each
author and paper is uniquely identified, which affords the basis
for the construction of the co-authorship networks. The data-
base contains publication information on papers that include at
least one author affiliated to a South African institution (hereafter
referred to as ‘South African’) in the list of authors, so that
the resulting co-authorship network contains both local and
foreign—that is, affiliated to an institution outside South
Africa—authors. The inclusion of foreign authors is essential,
because they constitute a significant part of South African-
related research—some 33% of all authors in the database are
foreign—but this creates certain methodological problems. A
specific instance arises from co-authorship between foreign
authors that exclude a South African scientist; this is not
captured in the database. The consequence is that the various
statistics gathered (especially the numbers of papers published
and numbers of co-authors) are likely to be under-represented
for those foreign authors appearing in the database, as their
publications are only partly included, and the networks may
appear to be more fragmented than they would be if co-
authorship between foreign scientists alone was also included.
More correctly, links between two scientists should be interpreted
as indicating co-authorship, conditional upon a South African
being involved, rather than unconditional co-authorship. When
either of the two scientists is South African, this requirement is
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Co-authorship networks are graphs in which the nodes of the graph
represent authors and two authors are connected by an edge if they
have written one or more papers together. When applied to the
authorship of scholarly papers, analysing the structure of a
co-authorship network can provide useful insights into the way in
which research is carried out in a particular field. We examine two
co-authorship networks in our article, constructed from papers
written on the subjects of chemistry and mathematics during the
period 1990 to 2005, in which at least one of the authors was South
African. Local results are compared with other studies conducted in
much larger discipline-wide networks. We find that many of the
same patterns exist locally, with the main difference being a far
more fragmented South African mathematics network. We discuss
some tentative implications of these results.
aAlthough SA Knowledgebase is a proprietary database of CREST, the final list of papers
generated for the analysis presented in this paper can be made available (contact the first
author).
naturally fulfilled. But note that this type of collaboration can
also occur where neither of two parties is South African, but a
third author to the paper is South African. The results gathered
for foreign scientists therefore represent that part of their output
that includes some South African involvement.
Preliminary authorship and co-authorship statistics
Table 1 provides a summary of the basic statistics in the two
networks. In each of the networks there is a single paper co-
authored by a large number of people (42 authors in chemistry,
43 in mathematics), the vast majority not co-authoring any
further papers, i.e. that paper is their sole contribution. While
large-scale collaborative research of this kind is an important
feature of modern research, in relatively small networks such as
those covered by this study it also has the potential to skew some
of the network statistics, particularly the average number of
co-authors. Table 1 therefore provides summary statistics with
these two papers both included (full network) and excluded
(‘outlier’ removed), although attention is focused on the statistics
for the full network.
Chemistry is clearly the larger of the two networks, with 5246
authors and 4878 papers. In comparison, the mathematics
network contains roughly a third of the authors and 40% of the
papers. The number of papers written per author is very similar
across the two subjects. Chemists authored on average 3.04
papers over the 15-year period, whereas mathematicians
authored 2.93. Publication productivity for mathematicians is
roughly consistent with that reported by Newman for the
broader databases maintained by the Mathematical Reviews
journal,8 reporting an average of 6.9 papers over a 60-year period
(the figures are in rough agreement if one assumes an average
research career of about 30 years). Moed12 reports in his analysis
of the productivity of scientists in various disciplines an estimate
of 2.5 papers per active scientist in chemistry and 1.4 papers per
active scientist in mathematics in 1998. Moed’s data are only
based on papers recorded in the ISI Web of Science. His data
imply that the overall productivity of South African scholars is
good, and extremely competitive, when measured against
world statistics.
While the number of papers per author is similar between
subjects, the number of authors per paper differs considerably
and is substantially larger in the chemistry network than in the
mathematics network. Chemistry papers are co-authored by an
average of 3.27 authors, while mathematics papers are
co-authored by an average of 1.99 authors. Both these numbers
are slightly lower but still in basic agreement with Glänzel’s
international analysis,13 which reports 3.7 and 2.5 authors per
chemistry and mathematics paper, respectively. This pattern is
also reflected in the larger number of co-authors that scientists in
the chemistry network have in relation to their counterparts in
the mathematics network. Over the 15-year period, those in the
chemistry network published with an average of 7.4 scientists
(author, with 6.4 other co-authors) while those in mathematics
co-authored with only 4.9 (author, with 3.9 co-authors). The
effect of the ‘outlier’ papers in inflating the average number of
co-authors is evident, particularly in the smaller mathematics
network. What is clear is that under either inclusion or exclusion
of these outliers the extent of co-authorship is considerably
greater in chemistry than in mathematics, presumably reflecting
meaningful differences in the way research is carried out in the
two subjects. These results are largely consistent with what has
been reported in other studies.5,8,9
Measuring the connectivity of scientific communities
The remainder of Table 1 provides further network statistics
that perhaps require some explanation for readers less familiar
with network analysis. A component is a collection of nodes that
are connected to each other by one or a series of edges, so that
each node in the component can be reached from every other
node in the component by travelling along a series of edges. The
largest component is simply the component in the network that
contains the largest number of nodes, that is, authors. For the
chemistry network, the largest component covers some 81% of
authors in the database. This figure is consistent with results
obtained for similar mixed experimental-theoretical disciplines
such as physics.8 The fact that a large proportion of authors can
be linked to one another through a series of connections indi-
cates a type of research community through which a shared
research enterprise exists and can be traced through various
inter-connected groups of authors. In contrast, the largest
component in the mathematics network covers only 16% of
authors in that database, which is considerably lower than the
82% reported for the Mathematical Reviews dataset8 and the 70%
reported by Barabási.9 The reasons for this difference are not
immediately clear. In part, they may be due to a combination of
the large number of foreign authors (36% of all authors) and the
small number of authors per paper (which make it more difficult
for connections to form between foreign authors), but they also
suggest a research landscape in which many relatively small
pockets of researchers work separately in isolation from one
another.
Another concept that has been popular in the analysis of
network structure is network distance. The distance between
any two nodes in a network is the number of edges that must be
traversed in order to reach one node from the other, and is a
measure of how closely linked those two nodes are. Authors that
have co-authored a paper together have a distance of one; two
authors who have not written a paper together but have each
co-authored a paper with a common third party have a distance
of two; and so on. The notion of distance is behind the famous
Erdös number that gives anyone’s proximity to this prolific
mathematician.14 The average distance between pairs of authors
in the chemistry network tends to be slightly higher than
between author pairs in the mathematics network, which at first
glance seems to run contrary to earlier results intimating a more
collaborative environment in chemistry. However, these results
are largely due to the smaller size of the mathematics network.
Many of the author pairs in the mathematics network are not
connected at all (as is shown by the relatively small size of the
largest connected component), and distance measurements are
only computable for those pairs of authors that can be connected
via some path. Thus, the interpretation of average distance
needs to account for this exclusion of author pairs that cannot be
connected at all. The smaller average distance observed in the
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Table 1. Summary statistics for collaboration network of scientists working in
chemistry and mathematics respectively.
Full network ‘Outlier’ removed
Chemistry Mathematics Chemistry Mathematics
Number of authors 5246 1400 5205 1358
Number of papers 4878 2058 4877 2057
Papers per author 3.04 2.93 3.06 2.98
Authors per paper 3.27 1.99 3.26 1.97
Average co-authors 7.40 4.85 7.12 3.64
Largest component 81% 16% 81% 16%
Average distance 5.57 4.51 5.56 4.61
Largest distance 14 13 14 13
Clustering coefficient 0.43 0.85 0.37 0.37
mathematics network is therefore consistent with the notion
that research in mathematics tends to be carried out by smaller
groups working in a relatively isolated environment.
Finally, one can also examine the degree of clustering in each
of the networks, which measures the probability that two of a
scientist’s co-authors have themselves co-authored a paper
together, in which case the three authors form a transitive triple.
The clustering coefficient of the full mathematics network is
considerably higher than that of the chemistry network, but this
is clearly shown to be an artefact introduced by the large number
of transitive triples contributed by the inclusion of a single paper
with many co-authors. Both networks show similar degrees of
clustering after removing this particular paper. This result is
somewhat surprising, because one might expect the chemistry
network, which has a far greater proportion of papers with three
or more authors (that naturally introduce connected triples
of authors), to exhibit a higher clustering coefficient than the
mathematics network. However, the results are largely consis-
tent with previous research,5 where similarly large clustering
coefficients of between 0.3 and 0.5 were observed, except in a
very highly collaborative high-energy physics network, where
the degree of clustering was substantially higher. The combina-
tion of a small distance between randomly-selected authors and
a large clustering coefficient relative to a randomly-connected
network is often taken as evidence of a network being a ‘small
world’.15
Examining the distributions of quantities
It is often of interest in analysing the statistical properties of
networks to examine the entire distribution of a quantity, rather
than just looking at the mean. Figure 1 shows the distributions of
the number of papers published per author, the number of
authors per paper, and the number of co-authors. Since all of
these distributions show extreme positive skewness, we follow
the convention of plotting them on logarithmic scales. Plots are
given for both relative frequencies [the cumulative distribution
functions contained in Figs 1(a), (c) and (e)] and absolute
frequencies [in Figs 1(b), (d) and (e)]. Note that because of the
larger size of the chemistry network and the logarithmic scaling,
the cumulative distributions for the mathematics network do
not extend as far toward zero as for those of the chemistry network.
The distributions of the number of papers written per author,
shown in Figs 1(a) and (b), are essentially identical for the two
networks over the vast majority of the domain, and the distribu-
tions are very similar, even in the extreme right-hand tail. The
median number of papers published in both networks is just
below two, and the 90th percentile is very close to six papers,
again for both networks. Thus the similarities observed in Table 1
are in fact effective equalities of distributions, rather than just
equality of means. The straight line followed by the distributions
when plotted on logarithmic scales is suggestive of a power law
distribution over most of the domain, a result first noticed by
Lotka in 1926.16 In the extreme right tail, however, the distribution
decays faster than a power law would dictate, requiring the
addition of an exponential cut-off. This ‘power law with an expo-
nential cut-off ’ has also been identified in previous work,5
where it was suggested that an exponential cut-off was required
to deal with the 5-year time horizon of that particular study, this
being far shorter than a typical career time-span in research.
That our exponential cut-off appears less clearly and further into
the right-hand tail than it did in those earlier studies reflects the
longer time period used in the current study, but remains consis-
tent with the interpretation of compensation for a finite time
horizon.
Figures 1(c) and (d) show that the main difference in the distri-
butions of the number of authors per paper emerges in the early
left-hand region of the domain, where the proportion of mathe-
matics papers with just one or two authors far exceeds the pro-
portion in chemistry. Nearly 35% of all mathematics papers are
single-author publications, compared with just 8% for chemistry,
and 42% of mathematics papers have two authors, compared
with 29% for chemistry. These figures are extremely similar to
results reported elsewhere for international publications.13 The
greater relative proportion of mathematics papers containing
extremely high numbers of authors should be taken with reser-
vation, and it should be remembered that both of these right tails
consist of a single observation (which receives greater weight in
the smaller mathematics network).
Figures 1(e) and (f) finally show the distributions of the number
of co-authors in each of the networks. In this case, the effect of
the so-called ‘outlier ’ papers—those consisting of many authors
who generally do not appear again in the database—is sufficient
to warrant showing the distributions both excluding and includ-
ing these papers, where they appear in the latter as small solid
circles. Their effect on the distributions of co-authors is not large
in the chemistry network, due to the larger size of this network
and the fact that there are several authors with substantially
more co-authors than the number of authors in the outlying
paper. The effect is far stronger in the mathematics network,
which is both smaller and has only two authors with more
co-authors than those authors making up the outlying paper in
that network. In either case, it is clear that differences between
the subjects exist in both the left- and right-hand parts of the
distribution. Scientists in the mathematics network are more
likely to have either no or a very limited number of co-authors,
compared with those in the chemistry network. Nearly 8% of all
authors in mathematics have no co-authors while a further 33%
have just one co-author, compared to figures of 1% and 9%,
respectively for scientists in the chemistry network. These
figures are considerably smaller than those reported in Mouton11
—to the effect that 19% of projects in the chemical sciences and
48% of projects in the mathematical sciences are non-collabora-
tive—but the sampling frame is entirely different in that study,
mitigating against direct comparison of the results. Then, scien-
tists in the chemistry network are also much more likely to
possess extremely large numbers of co-authors. The maximum
number of co-authors in the mathematics network is 47, while
35 authors in the chemistry network have more than this number
of co-authors (the maximum is 119 co-authors). To a certain
extent this reflects the relative sizes of the two networks, but
there also appears to be evidence of meaningful differences in
how research is carried out in the two disciplines. This is consis-
tent with results reported in other studies.5,8,9
Network researchers have been particularly interested in the
distribution of the number of co-authors, because a model of
co-authorship in which new authors are more likely to work
with those who have already extensively co-authored with
others (called ‘preferential attachment’17) results in a distribution
of the number of co-authors that follows a power law. As pointed
out by Moody,10 the importance of identifying preferential
attachment and its consequent power law distribution, when it
occurs, lies in its implied centrality of a small number of exten-
sively collaborating scientists to the production and communi-
cation of knowledge. Both our outlier-free distributions clearly
do not follow a power law over the whole domain, although it
may be a reasonable fit to intermediate numbers of co-authors.
The exponential cut-off in the right-hand tail is again evident,
and is consistent with distributions of numbers of co-authors
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reported by several other authors.5,6,8,10 The lack of fit at low
numbers of co-authors is also consistent with other studies,8–10
but is somewhat contrary to other degree distributions obtained
in the sciences.5,6 However, it appears reasonable to say that
preferential attachment is insufficient to fully explain the dynam-
ics of the co-authorship networks, and that there are at least two
other substantive processes at work.
Identifying the most productive and most collaborative
researchers
We briefly examine two further topics in this, and the following
section. Table 2 lists the most productive members of the two
databases, according to the criteria of numbers of papers
published and number of other co-authors. In both subjects, the
most productive author of papers is not the same as the author
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Fig. 1. Plots of the distributions of (a) and (b): numbers of papers published per author; (c) and (d): numbers of authors per paper; (e) and (f): numbers of co-authors, each
for scientists working in chemistry and mathematics. The plots in the left column (a, c, e) plot the cumulative distribution functions, while those in the right column (b, d, e)
plot the cumulative frequencies.
with the most co-authors (here called most ‘collabora-
tive’). In fact, the author with the largest number of
mathematics publications, Y. Yavin, has only 11
co-authors and does not even appear in the top 30 in
the co-authorship list. The two sets of lists clearly illus-
trate both the dependence of an author’s centrality in
the co-authorship network on the number of papers
written and the fact that the number of papers pub-
lished is not on its own sufficient to describe network
structure. Of the ten most collaborative authors in the
chemistry network, six appear in the list of the ten
most productive authors; five of the ten most collabo-
rative authors in mathematics also appear in the most
productive list. This observation reaches its extreme in
the 42 authors who share fifth place on the list of most
collaborative authors in mathematics: these authors co-
authored a single paper but only one of them published any
other papers. They are thus listed together as ‘Other authors’b.
Close co-authorship networks
In this section we consider networks of authors who have
co-authored more than three papers together. Recall that in the
original networks, two authors are connected if they have been
co-authors on a paper together. This, in a sense, was a working
definition for collaboration between scientists. By increasing the
number of co-authorships required from one to three, we place a
more stringent requirement on the extent to which collaboration
must have occurred before two scientists can be considered
connected. We define the resulting networks as ‘close co-author-
ship’ networks for this reason. Table 3 shows relevant summary
statistics for these close co-authorship forms of the chemistry
and mathematics networks.
In both subjects, roughly 10–15% of authors are involved in
one or more close co-authorships. Those scientists who form
part of the networks have an average number of 2.7 close
co-authors in chemistry and 1.7 in mathematics. It appears that
the smaller number of co-authors observed in Table 1 for those in
the mathematics network is therefore not due to those
co-authorships being closer or more productive but is the result
of some other difference in the way that research is carried out in
this field.
Interestingly, the size of the largest component, which was far
larger in the full chemistry network than the mathematics
network, is nearly equal between subjects when the close
co-authorship networks are used. This suggests that the chemistry
research ‘community’ alluded to earlier is structured largely by
numerous short-term partnerships and collaborations around a
single or small number of papers. Otherwise, it appears that
many of the structural features that exist in the full networks also
prevail in the close co-authorship networks. The average distance
between authors remains smaller in the mathematics network of
close co-authors, and the clustering coefficient is very similar
between the two subjects, since the ‘outlying’ mathematics
paper containing 43 authors no longer contributes to the calcula-
tion of this statistic.
Conclusions and future research
We have used co-authorship networks in the preceding sections
to investigate research involving South African scientists work-
ing in the fields of chemistry and mathematics. Co-authorship
networks use mutual authorship of a paper as a proxy for collab-
oration, so that an analysis of the structure of the network
provides information about the degree of inter-connectivity in
the network, the nature (or perhaps ‘shape’) of this connectivity,
and the relative positions of different people in the network. The
data we used are from papers recorded in the ISI-citation
indexes or papers in South African accredited journals between
1990 and 2005.
Scientists in both fields tend to produce very similar quantities
of papers, and Fig. 1(a) shows that the distributions of the number
of papers, per author, are nearly identical in the two fields.
Chemistry papers, however, tend to have substantially more
authors than mathematics articles. More than 75% of all mathe-
matics papers have two or fewer authors, compared with only
37% of chemistry papers. Assuming that the absolute contribu-
tion of each author to a paper in terms of time and effort should
probably decline as the number of authors on a paper increases,
it is perhaps surprising that scientists in chemistry are not more
productive than those in mathematics in terms of numbers of
publications.
The larger number of authors on chemistry papers suggests
that those working in chemistry will tend to co-author with a
greater number of colleagues than those in mathematics. This is
strongly supported by all results, showing that scientists in
chemistry are both less likely to have very small numbers of
co-authors and more likely to have extremely large numbers of
co-authors. The latter finding may in part be due to the larger
size of the chemistry network, but the former is surely predomi-
nantly due to fundamental differences in the way research is
done in the two fields. These findings are consistent with previous
research on co-authorship patterns, indicating the increase in
numbers of co-authors as one moves from theoretical disciplines
like mathematics to experimental ones like certain areas of
chemistry.5,8,9,12 The relative isolation in which mathematicians
work has also been highlighted by the unusually small size of the
largest component in that network. In contrast to previous
studies which found large- and similar-sized largest compo-
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Table 2. Top 10 authors according to number of papers published and number of co-authors.
Chemistry Mathematics
Rank Papers Co-authors Papers Co-authors
1 J.F. Van Staden N.J. Coville Y. Yavin M.A. Henning
2 T.M. Letcher M.R. Caira M.A. Henning J.H.S. Hofmeyr
3 N.J. Coville J.R. Moss D.S. Lubinsky W. Goddard
4 T. Nyokong S.A. Bourne C. Frangos Other authors
5 R.D. Sanderson H.G. Raubenheimer C.M. Mynhardt D.S. Lubinsky
6 L.R. Nassimbeni R.D. Sanderson A. Knopfmacher C.M. Mynhardt
7 T.A. Modro J.F. Van Staden W. Goddard E.J. Cockayne
8 M.R. Caira L.R. Nassimbeni B.D. Reddy J.H. Hattingh
9 J.P. Michael J.S. Field E.J. Cockayne P. Dankelmann
10 P.T. Kaye K.R. Koch M. Moller B.D. Reddy
Table 3. Summary statistics for a ‘close co-authorship’ network of scientists
working in chemistry and mathematics respectively. ‘Close co-authorship’ requires
that scientists co-author more than 3 papers together in order to be considered
connected in the network.
Chemistry Mathematics
Proportion of original network 14% 10%
Average co-authors 2.67 1.73
Largest component 18% 17%
Average distance 4.76 2.33
Largest distance 16 6
Clustering coefficient 0.31 0.37
bThe same observations hold when looking at the entire networks: the correlation between
number of papers published and number of co-authors is 0.73 and 0.26 in the chemistry and
mathematics networks, respectively, when all authors are included. With the outlying paper
in each network removed, the correlations are of course higher, rising to 0.80 and 0.70
respectively. The association is thus strong but far from perfect.
nents across disciplines, we found that only 16% of authors
formed part of the largest component in the mathematics
network. This suggests that the South African mathematical
research community may be more fragmented than most,
although it is important to bear in mind that the implied isolation
is only in terms of the co-authorship networks studied here. Of
course, there may still be important sharing of work and ideas; it
is just that if these are occurring they are not leading to collabora-
tive publication.
Co-authorship networks provide an array of useful tools for
investigating patterns of research and especially collaborative
research. Our intention in this paper has been to take a first look
at some of these results, but various possibilities for further
analysis present themselves, including examination of the rela-
tionship between co-authorship and productivity, and examin-
ing inter-institutional co-authorship within the university sector
in South Africa, as well as with other sectors (such as the science
councils, national research facilities and industry). An equally
important question concerns the countries with which scientists
in these fields collaborate. Preliminary research conducted by
CREST suggests that South African scientists across most fields
have increased the extent of their international collaboration.
However, most collaborations now seem to be with countries
and regions outside Africa (the U.S., Europe or Australasia) with
little collaboration with other African countries. Given the grow-
ing importance of South Africa as a regional leader in the field of
science (we generate 80% of all science publications from SADC
countries), it is imperative that collaboration with other scientists
on the continent be actively encouraged.
We gratefully acknowledge Derick van Niekerk at the Centre for Research on
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